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TRANSONIC PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
OF SEVERAL JET NOISE SUPPRESSORS
By James W. Schmeer, Leland B. Salters, Jr.,
and Marlowe D. Cassetti
SUMMARY
An investigation of the transonic performance characteristics of
several noise-suppressor configurations has been conducted in the
Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel. The models were tested statically
and over a Mach number range from 0.70 to 1.05 at an angle of attack
of 0°. The primary jet total-pressure ratio was varied from 1.0 (Jet
off) to about 4.5. The effect of secondary air flow on the performance
of two of the configurations was investigated. A hydrogen peroxide
turbojet-engine simulator was used to supply the hot-jet exhaust.
An 8-1obe afterbody with centerbody, short shroud, and secondary
air had the highest thrust-minus-drag coefficients of the six noise-
suppressor configurations tested. The 12-tube and 12-1obe afterbodies
had the lowest internal losses. The presence of an ejector shroud
partially shields the external pressure distribution of the 8-1obe after-
body from the influence of the primary jet. A ring-airfoil shroud
increased the static thrust of the annular nozzle but generally decreased
the thrust minus drag at transonic Mach numbers.
INTRODUCTION
Many investigations have been made of the noise-reducing effective-
ness and internal aerodynamic losses of various jet-noise suppressors.
The overall performance characteristics at cruising speed_ however, have
not been thoroughly investigated. Some performance data on full-scale
noise suppressors at flight Mach numbers up to 0.5 are given in refer-
ence i and cold-air tests with one-fifth-scale model suppressors at
Mach numbers of 0.65 to i.i0 are reported in reference 2. The purpose
of the present investigation was to evaluate the relative performance
penalties of several typical noise suppressors with hot-jet exhaust at
high subsonic and transonic flight speeds.
2The investigation was conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel at Machnumbersfrom 0.70 to either 0.95 or 1.05 depending on
nozzle configuration. The tests were madeat an angle of attack of 0°
and jet total-pressure ratios from 1.0 (jet off) to about 4.5. The
propulsive thrust was measured (gross thrust m_nusafterbody drag) for
each noise-suppressor nozzle and comparedwith a standard nozzle. The
internal losses were evaluated from static tests. No noise measure-
ments were madein this investigation but noise-suppression qualities
for similar type nozzles are available. (See refs. i and 3 for
instance.)
SYMBOLS
A
CD,a
CD,b
CD,_
area, sq ft
afterbody pressure-drag coefficient, CD,_ + CD,b
Ab
base drag coefficient, -Cp,b Amax
boattail drag coefficient (includes centerbody where used),
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CF_D
CF, o
CF, i
Cp
D
d
F
thrust-minus-drag coefficient,
Thrust minus drag
_A e
static thrust coefficient, F
PoAe
ideal static thrust coefficient,
pressure coefficient,
PZ - P_
q
Fi
PoAe
drag, ib
diameter, in.
measured jet thrust, ib
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Fi
g
L
M
m
P
Pt
Pt, j/P_
q
R
r
T t
W
X
7
Subscripts:
a
b
ideal thrust for complete isentropic expansion of primary
J
gravitational acceleration, ft/sec 2
distance from primary jet exit to shroud exit, in.
length of standard afterbody, 11.84 in.
free-stream Mach number
mass flow, slugs/sec
static pressure, ib/sq ft
total pressure, ib/sq ft
ratio of primary jet total pressure to free-stream static
pressure
free-stream dynamic pressure, ib/sq ft
gas constant, ft/°R
radius, in.
stagnation temperature, OR
measured weight flow, ib/sec
longitudinal distance from reference point, positive rear-
ward, in.
ratio of specific heats
meridian angle, positive counterclockwise looking forward
from afterbody exit, deg
afterbody
base
e primary Jet exit
i ideal
J Jet
Z local
max maximum
o barometric
p primary
s secondary
sl seal
std standard nozzle
t total
free stream (ambient static)
bal balance
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APPARATUS
Wind Tunnel
This investigation was conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel which is a single-return atmospheric w2ndtunnel with an octag-
onal slotted test section. It has a speed range from a Machnumber
of 0.20 to about i.i0 and the Machnumber is ,raried over this range by
variation of tunnel drive power.
Model and Support Syst_m
A photograph of the 8-1obe noise suppress;or mounted on the pylon-
nacelle model in the Langley 16-foot transonic_ tunnel is shownin fig-
ure 1. A sketch of the pylon-nacelle model with standard nozzle is
shownin figure 2. The nacelle was supported in the tunnel by means
of a sweptforward pylon which was fixed to a conventional sting. The
nacelle forebody was fixed rigidly to the pylon and the turbojet simu-
lator with afterbody were attached to the nacelle through a strain-gage
thrust balance. The annular gap which provided clearance between the
nacelle forebody and afterbody was covered by a thin annular ring to
shield the external flow from the effects of the gap (which varied in
size with temperature change) and yet prevent contact between the sur-
faces. (See detail A, fig. 2.) The jet simulator unit produced a hot
jet exhaust at a temperature of about 1,350o F and is described in
reference 4.
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Afterbody Configurations
Standard nozzle.- The standard nozzle, shown in figure 3, was a
simple convergent nozzle with no noise-suppressor characteristics and
was designed solely as a basis of comparison with the noise-suppressor
nozzles. The shape of the afterbody was chosen to represent a typical
turbojet nacelle installation. The rearmost part consisted of a
simple conical section with a boattail angle of 16° .
Noise-suppressor nozzles.- Six noise-suppressor nozzle configura-
tions were tested: a 12-1obe nozzle (fig. 4(a)), a 12-tube nozzle
(fig. 4(b)), an annular nozzle, an annular nozzle with shroud (fig. 4(c)),
an 8-1obe nozzle with long shroud, and an 8-1obe nozzle with short shroud
(fig. 4(d)).
The 8-1obe nozzles had provision for secondary air flow between
the nozzle and the shroud, the secondary air exit being concentric with
the primary Jet exit. The secondary air was supplied by a compressed
air line routed through the sting. It contained a flexible link, in
the form of plastic tubing, to minimize restraint. With the exception
of the annular nozzle those parts of the noise-suppressor afterbodies
forward of the noise-reducing elements (such as the lobes in the case
of the 12-1obe configuration) were shaped similar to that of the standard
afterbody in order that the performance differences would represent those
penalties attributable to noise-suppression qualities. In the case of
the 12-tube and 12-1obe nozzles, there were some area differences in the
transition section from x/Z = 0.50 back to the beginning of the actual
nozzle sections. The afterbody ordinates for each configuration are
included in figure 4.
Instrumentation
Thrust minus drag was measured by means of a one-component strain-
gage balance shown in figure 2. Static-pressure orifices were located
on the external surfaces and base of the standard and 8-1obe nozzles
at places indicated in figures 3 and 4(d). Total pressure and tempera-
ture were measured for all primary jets and for the secondary air of
the 8-1obe nozzle.
Pressures were transmitted to fast response electrical pressure
transducers by meansof tubing routed through the support system. The
electrical signals of the pressure transducers, thermocouples, and
strain-gage balance were transmitted to recording oscillographs.
METHOD
Tests
This investigation covered a Machnumberrange from 0.70 to 0.95
for all configurations except the standard amdannular nozzles which
were tested over a Machnumberrange of 0.70 to 1.05 and a range of
total-pressure ratios from 1.0 (Jet off) to approximately 4.5. The
model angle of attack was maintained at 0° t_oughout the investigation.
The average Reynolds numberbased on overall nacelle length was approxi-
mately 20 × 106. For the 8-1obe nozzle the _econdary air pressure ratio
was varied from about 0.6 to 1.2 for several primary jet pressure ratios.
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Reduction of Data
The oscillograph records were read manually and the data converted
to punch cards for reduction to standard coefficient form by machine
computation. The coefficient of thrust minus drag was based on exit
areas because of slight differences in exit _reas between the configura-
tions. The exit areas were corrected for expansion caused by the hot
jet. The corrected jet areas are as follows:
Configuration Jet exit area, sq ft
Standard
8-1obe
12-1obe
12-tube
Annular
.O52l
.o508
.o572
.0562
.0496
Drag coefficients were based on maximum cross-sectional area of nacelle.
The thrust balance measured the propulsive force of the jet minus
the external aerodynamic drag of the nozzle and some internal forces in
the nacelle as shown in the schematic diagrsm of figure 5. Summing the
axial forces on the thrust balance yields
Fba I = _PlAsl - P2(Aa - Asl ) + p_A a + F - D
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It may be noted that the forces on only half the seal area are charged
to the balance. Solving for the thrust minus drag yields
F - D = Fba I + Asl(P I - P2) + Aa(P2 - P_)
which indicates the method used in correcting the thrust balance readings
for nacelle internal forces. In the case of the 8-lobe nozzles which
included secondary air, the forces associated with the incoming secondary
air were small enough to be neglected.
ACCURACY
The estimated accuracy of the data presented in this paper is as
follows:
M .............................. +0.005
Pt J/Po ............................ +0.i
Cp .............................. __.0. O1
CF-D ............................. +O.O1
RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
Static Thrust Coefficients
In order to obtain an indication of the magnitude of the internal
thrust losses for the various configurations, some data were taken under
static conditions, that is, with tunnel off. For each configuration
tested the measured and the ideal isentroplc thrust coefficients are
presented in figure 6 together with the ratios of measured to ideal
thrusts. An indication of the relative internal efflciencies is shown
in figure 7 where the thrust ratio of each configuration is compared
with that of the standard nozzle. It may be noted that the thrust
ratio F/F i in figures 6 and 7 is equivalent to the velocity coeffi-
cient. For the sake of clarity the curves are divided into two groups
and the standard nozzle curve is included in each group.
The 12-tube and the 12-1obe nozzles show a relatively high internal
efficiency, even exceeding that of the standard nozzle at the higher
pressure ratios. (See fig. 7.) A comparison of the annular nozzle with
and without shroud indicates that the shroud acts as a thrust augmenter
under static conditions. The curves for the 8-lobe nozzle indicate that
the efficiency of this configuration is very sensitive to shroud length,
8the shorter shroud being the more efficient under static conditions. The
two points for secondary air (Pt,sF _ = 0"98_i show that the efficiency is
also sensitive to secondary air flow. The geometry of the 8-1obe nozzle
base is such that the secondary air exit passages form a large propor-
tion of the total base area_ thus, the pressure increase in these
passages (such as that caused by secondary air flow) increases the
pressure acting on the base area and decreases base drag. With no
secondary flow, the pressure in these passages was reduced by the ejec-
tor action of the primary jet as much as 5 pcunds per square inch below
atmospheric pressure (Pt,s/p_ = 0.66) for the long shroud and up to
about 0.3 pound per square inch (Pt,s/p_ = 0.98) for the short shroud.
This reduction indicates that the short shroud had the smaller base drag
of the two and partly accounts for its superior performance.
The effect of secondary pressure ratio on thrust coefficients at
a primary jet pressure ratio of 2.6 is shown in figure 8. Increase in
secondary pressure ratio caused a slight increase in static thrust
coefficient with about the same rate for bot_ the short and long shroud
lengths.
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Thrust-Minus-Drag Coeffic_ients
For the wind-tunnel tests the thrust balance was subjected to the
additional force of afterbody aerodynamic dr_.g. Since the thrust and
drag components were not separable, a coeffi,_ient of thrust minus drag
was used as a basis of performance comparisoi_.
In figure 9 is presented thrust-mlnus-_'ag coefficient against Jet
pressure ratio at various Mach numbers for each configuration. It may
be noted that the thrust-minus-drag coeffiei_nts are based on free-
stream dynamic pressure instead of barometric: pressure as in the case
of the static tests. For each configuration_ thrust minus drag increased
almost linearly with increase in Jet pressure: ratio.
In order to form a basis for comparing _he various configurations,
a set of engine operating characteristics were assumed as shown in fig-
W__sITt, s
ure i0. The corrected weight flow ratio Wp _T-7-_ corresponding to
the maximum secondary pressure ratio of fign_re i0 is about 0.04. Com-
parisons of thrust-minus-drag coefficients f,_)rthese engine operating
conditions are presented in figure ii; the c,)nfigurations with no pro-
vision for secondary air, in figure ll(a) an,[ those designed for sec-
ondary air, in figure ll(b). The standard n_)zzle curve is included on
both sets of curves for comparison.
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In figure ll(a) the 12-1obe and the 12-tube nozzles have almost
similar performance characteristics, the 12-1obe nozzle showing a slight
superiority. The lowest performance was indicated for the annular noz-
zles. In this case the shroud decreased the performance of the nozzle
slightly, whereas under static conditions it had increased the perform-
ance very decidedly. (See fig. 7.)
In figure ll(b) the four configurations of the 8-1obe nozzle are
compared with the standard nozzle. As in the static case, the short
shroud showed a superiority over the long shroud. The use of secondary
air increased the thrust minus drag in each case but produced a slightly
more beneficial effect on the long shroud than on the short shroud.
When the effect of secondary air on these data is evaluated, it should
be noted that the secondary air, in this investigation, was supplied by
an outside source. Therefore, the usual inlet and internal aerodynamic
losses associated with a secondary air system do not appear in the
thrust minus drag as used in this paper.
Figure 12 was included in this paper to give an indication of the
effect of secondary air flow upon the thrust-minus-drag coefficients
over a representative series of Mach numbers for primary Jet pressure
ratios of about 4.0 and 3.5 for each Mach numbe_. For both the long
and short shrouds, as indicated in figures 12(a) and 12(b), respectively,
an increase in secondary pressure ratio increased the thrust-minus-drag
coefficients fairly uniformly over the whole range of conditions.
Propulsive Thrust Loss
A further comparison of the various nozzle configurations on the
basis of thrust loss compared with the standard nozzle at typical
cruise conditions is shown in figure 13. The 12-1obe, the 12-tube, and
the 8-1obe with long shroud configurations suffered losses of 5 to 7 per-
cent as compared with the standard nozzle. The greatest losses (14 to
15 percent) occurred for the annular nozzle configurations. The smallest
losses (about i percent) occurred for the 8-1obe nozzle with short shroud
and secondary air. It should again be noted that the additional losses
associated with taking aboard secondary air would increase the propulsive
thrust loss of the 8-1obe nozzles. With the scheduled secondary air flow
of these tests, this increase would be less than i percent and therefore
would not change significantly the relative performance shown in the
figure.
lO
Effect of Pressure Ratio on Afterbody Surface
Pressure Distribut _on
A plot of pressure coefficients with a_ial location for three pres-
sure ratios for the standard and 8-lobe nozzles are presented in fig-
ure 14. In general, the effect of increasiag the pressure ratio is to
increase the pressure on the surfaces near the Jet exit. For the stand-
ard nozzle (fig. 14(a)) an effect of pressure ratio maybe observed on
the pressure distribution from the jet exit forward to the general vicin-
ity of the peak pressures which occurred near the x/Z = 0.5 to 0.6 sta-
tions. Forward of the peak pressure station the spread in the curves
cannot be attributed to the effect of pressAre ratio because the order
is not consistent. For Machnumbers0.70 and 0.82 there appears to be
little or no difference between the curves for pressure ratios 3.0
and 4.0, the principal variation occurring between the curves for pres-
sure ratios of 1.0 and 3.0, that is, between conditions of Jet off and
Jet on. For a Machnumberof 0.95, however, there is a decided differ-
ence between curves for pressure ratios 3.0 and 4.0.
The samegeneral commentsapply also to the pressure distributions
of the 8-lobe nozzle. (See fig. 14(b).) However, the effects of pres-
sure ratio for this case are smaller than those for thg standard nozzle.
This decrease in Jet effect is probably caused by the shroud which
partly shields the nearby surfaces from the influence of the Jet. It
should be noted that the four points representing pressure-coefficient
distributions on the lobes are not a continuation of orifices on row
= 90° but are the averages of four orifices located on rows A, B, C,
and D as indicated in figure 4(d). Also the orifices on the centerbody
were not located on the 90° row but at the radial stations as shownin
figure 4(d). The pressure distribution between the lobes indicated
that there was no flow separation.
The pressures on the centerbody of the 8-1obe nozzle remained near
ambient pressure for all Jet-off conditions. At pressure ratio 2.7
(see fig. 14(b)), there is a strong pressure gradient where the pressure
increased from a strong negative pressure near the Jet exit to a strong
positive pressure at the tip of the centerkody. For a pressure ratio
of 4.0, the samestrong pressure gradient existed from exit to tip,
except for a break and sharp pressure reversal near the two middle tubes
of the centerbody.
Variation of Pressure Drag W_th MachNumber
The variation of afterbody and base drag coefficients with Mach
number for pressure ratios 1.0, 3.0, and 4.0 are presented in figure 15.
For Jet-off conditions (fig. 15(a)) the base drag was small for both
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configurations and the 8-1obe nozzle with long shroud showed less after-
body drag than the standard nozzle at Mach numbers below the drag rise.
This condition may have been caused by the smaller effective boattail
angle of the 8-lobe nozzle. The drag rise for both nozzles occurred at
a Mach number of about 0.88. It should be noted here that the base area
of the 8-lobe nozzle was about $ times that of the standard nozzle and
is defined, as used in this paper, as the difference in area between
that of the primary Jet exit and the inside area of the shroud in the
plane of the primary Jet exit.
At a pressure ratio of 5.0 (fig. 15(b)) the standard nozzle after-
body drag has decreased from its Jet-off value whereas the 8-lobe nozzle
afterbody drag has increased. The cause of this increase was the large
base drag (when no secondary air was used) which at some Mach numbers
amounted to more than half of the afterbody drag. The boattall drag
(which is the difference between base and afterbody drag) can be seen
to be less than that of the standard nozzle.
At a pressure ratio of 4.0 (fig. 15(c)) the afterbody drags for
both configurations show a decided decrease from those for a pressure
ratio of 3.0. The base drag of the 8-lobe nozzle still amounted to
half the afterbody drag for the lower Mach numbers. Extrapolation of
the data indicates that the base drag of the 8-lobe nozzle would become
zero at a pressure ratio of about 4.6 for Mach numbers 0.70 to 0.95.
This condition would indicate that the afterbody drag of the 8-lobe
nozzle would become very small at pressure ratios slightly higher than
those covered in this investigation.
The triangular symbol indicates the effect of secondary air flow
on the afterbody drag coefficient of the 8-lobe nozzle with long shroud.
The decrease in drag indicates that the integrated pressure method of
determining drag confirms the force method as to the beneficial effects
of secondary air flow.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An investigation of the transonic performance characteristics of
several noise-suppressor configurations was conducted in the Langley
16-foot transonic tunnel. The results of the investigation indicate
the following:
1. The 8-lobe noise-suppressor nozzle with short shroud and sec-
ondary air flow evidenced the least aerodynamic penalty as compared with
the standard nozzle.
12
2. The 12-1obe and 12-tube nozzles showedthe least internal losses.
5. The ring shroud increased the thrust of the annular nozzle at
static conditions but decreased the thrust n_nus drag slightly at tran-
sonic speeds.
4. The aerodynamic performance of the 8-1obe nozzle with short
shroud was better than that for the 8-1obe nozzle with the long shroud.
The performance with both shroud lengths was improved by secondary air
flow.
5. Jet pressure ratio had more influence on the pressure distribu-
tion of the standard nozzle than that of the 8-lobe nozzle. Increase
in pressure ratio increased the pressure on those parts of the after-
bodies nearest the Jet exits for both standard and 8-lobe nozzles and
resulted in a decrease in afterbody drag.
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Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., March l, 1960.
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Static Orifice Locations
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Figure 3.- Standard nozzle. All dimensions are in inches.
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(a) Twelve-lobe nozzl_.
Figure 4.- Noise-suppressor configurations. All dimensions are in
inches.
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(b) Twelve-tube nozzle.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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(c) Annular nozzle with shroud.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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(d) Eight-lobe nozzle with shroud.
Figure 4.- Concluded.
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(a) Standard nozzle.
Figure 6.- Variation of static thrust coefficient with jet pressure
ratio for the test configurations.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of static-thrust ratios of noise-suppressor con-
figurations with standard nozzle.
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Figure 8.- Variation of static thrust coefficient with secondary pres-
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- Variation of thrust-minus-drag coefficient with jet pressure
ratio and Mach number.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure 12.- Variation of thrust-minus-d_ag coefficient with secondary
pressure ratio for the 8-1obe noise-suppressor configuration.
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Figure 12.- ConcLuded.
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